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ABSTRACT 

Name  : Hastika 

Reg. Number : 40300109035 

Title  : Emotional Abuse in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl” 

Consultants : 1. Serliah Nur 

    2. Nasrum Marjuni 

 

       This thesis is a research about Emotional Abuse in Danielle Steel’s novel Big 

Girl. The objectives of the research are (1) to find out the categories of Emotional 

Abuse faced by Victoria In Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. (2) to find out the 

effects of Emotional Abuse found by Victoria from her parents. 

       In this research the writer used Charles Wenar’s theory about emotional 

abuse. It aimed to find out the categories of emotional abuse which happened in 

the main character, then the writer analyzed and explained the effects based on the 

categories. The method used in this research is qualitative method. The data 

resource of this research was the novel “Big Girl” which was published in 2010. 

In collecting the data, the writer used note taking as the instrument to get the data. 

       In this research, the writer found four categories of emotional abuse. They are 

rejecting, isolating, degrading and denying emotional responsiveness. There are 

eleven data about rejecting, there are two data about isolating, there are fifteen 

data about degrading and there are six data about denying emotional 

responsiveness. 

       Then the writer also found the effects of emotional abuse based on the four 

categories above. Rejecting made the victim felt like another person in her family. 

The victim thought that she was unwanted. Isolating made the victim hard to 

engage with her peers. Degrading made the victim feel less confident. The victim 

sensed that she has no value. And the last, denying emotional responsiveness 

made the victim felt if her parents never care to her or being ignored. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

 Literature springs from our in born love of telling a story, of arranging words in 

pleasing patterns, of expressing in words some special aspects of our human experience 

(Moody in Ade, 2008: 18). It represents someone’s idea through view to social 

environment by using a beautiful language. Literature attends as result of contemplation 

of author existing phenomenon. Literature as a masterpiece has the understanding of more 

circumstantial, not only as the illusive story from the author, but also a form from the 

author creativity in digging and managing ideas in mind. 

       Besides the definition above, Guerlin and friends (1979: 21) in their book “A 

Handbook of Critical Approaches to Literature” say that literature is primarily art, it must 

be affirmed also that art does not exist in a vacuum. It is a creation by someone at some 

time in history, and it is intended to speak to other human beings about some idea or issue 

that has human relevance. They explain that literature is an art that exist by human 

creation. Literature is created to deliver someone’s thoughts. 

       Literature also exists in time and space, history and society. So, a literary work must 

speak to concern that readers recognize it as relevant to their own life. Attar (1988: 9) 

said that literary is a form and result of creative art work which its object is man and life 

using language as a medium. Another citation which supports that statement is stated by 

Esten (1990: 9) Literature is an expression of artistic and imaginative fact as 

manifestation of human life (and society) using language as a medium and has positive 

effect to the human life (humanity). 



 

       Both citations define the relation between literary work and society. A literary work 

is always made based on the historical moment in which it was written. Much of them 

uses mental experience of human beings and contains deep feeling and moral values of 

human being related to purity, wide viewpoints, and beautiful forms. Because of this 

reason a lot of readers interested in reading a literary work. 

       In general literary work is divided into three types, such as drama, poetry and prose. 

Drama is primarily written to be performed or acted on stage. Therefore, the playwright 

usually writes his plays character by character, scene by scene and act by act to forestall 

the confusion and to ensure correctness during performance. The second is poetry. It is 

written in verse. It was not written in prose or continuous form, but line by line. The last 

is prose. Prose refers to the literary or written form of the language. Prose could be fiction 

or non-fiction. Fictions are imagined or invented stories. Thus, the events presented did 

not occur in real life, although they may be real to life because all literary work should 

depict life of various types. They include fables, allegory, parable, romance, myth, 

folktale, short story and novel. Non-fiction prose is more or less true-to-life stories. They 

include biography, autobiography, travels and adventures and the essay (Ade, 2008 : 22-

23 ). 

       The literary work which the writer will analyze here is novel. Novel refers to a 

picture of a real life and manner in narrative form. Wallek and Warren (1987 : 23) define, 

“Novel is a large diffused picture comprehending the characters of life, disposed in 

different groups of a uniform plan. This plan cannot be executed with principle personage 

to attract the attention, unit the incident, unwind the clue of the labyrinth, and at last close 

them by virtue his own importance.” 



 

       The important ingredients in novel are plot, character, setting, tone, theme, conflict, 

and point of view. Specially for conflict, there are some kinds of conflict that usually 

happen in the novel. It may internal or external conflict. General conflict that always 

found in the novel is about love, friendship and so on. Then how if the conflict is about 

violence? Someone abuses her/his friends, girlfriend and helper and how if a parents 

abuses her/his child? Physical and emotional abuse are two things that become problem in 

daily life. That is why, the writer will give informations about the emotional abuse that 

occur in the novel and it can  help the readers understand well. 

       Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl” starts out with a couple, Jim and Christine, who get 

married at an early age. From the beginning their morals are dubious. They  really want to 

have a baby boy. They try but end up having a girl, both parents are disappointed in their 

baby girl from the moment she was born. since she was born until grew up, she got 

emotional abuse from her parents specially from her father. 

Based on the background above, the writer enthusiastically focuses her research 

on “Emotional Abuse in Danielle Steel‟s novel Big Girl”, because the writer finds 

emotional abuse as a problem in this novel and also the writer wants to give the important 

informations to the readers about emotional abuse completely. The writer chooses Big 

Girl because it is an interesting novel which makes the readers fascinate to understand the 

story of the novel, besides this novel telling about the bad relationship between parents 

and child and also the language of the novel is easily to understand. 

B. Problem Statements 

 Emotional Abuse includes an important aspect that people needs to 

understand. In Danielle steel’s novel big girl, there are some categories of 



 

emotional abuse that happen in this novel. Based on the background above, the 

researcher formulates the research questions as follows: 

1. What are Emotional Abuse categories faced by Victoria from her parents 

in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big girl?” 

2. What are the effects of emotional abuse found by Victoria from her 

parents? 

C. Objectives of Research 

Based on the research questions above, the writer proposes the objective of the 

research, as the following below: 

1. To find out the categories of emotional abuse faced by Victoria from her 

parents In Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. 

2. To find out the effects of Emotional Abuse found by Victoria from her 

parents. 

D. Significance of Research 

The significances of the research as follows: 

1. This research is expected to give valuable information about emotional 

abuse, especially in categories and the effects. 

2. This research is expected to give a great contribution for the next 

researcher as the reference who wants to analyze which have relevance 

with this research. 

 



 

E. Scope of Research 

Based on the previous explanation above, the research is going to limit the 

emotional abuse analysis in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. In this research the writer 

focused on the categories and the effect of emotional abuse that includes in the novel. 

There are 7 categories of emotional abuse based on Wenar’s theory such as rejecting, 

terrorizing, isolating, degrading, corrupting, exploiting and denying emotional 

responsiveness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER II 

THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

       In this chapter, the writer tries to present the related theory with the research in order 

to support the analysis. This chapter consists of explanation about previous study, 

emotional abuse, psychological approach, biography of Danielle Steel and synopsis the 

novel. 

A. Previous Findings 

       The writer finds some previous findings which related and relevant with this 

research, as follows: 

       Ruby (2006) in his thesis, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder As The Result of Physical 

and Emotional Violence, On The Gambir Character In Pintu Terlarang, A Novel by 

Sekar Ayu Asmara explores psychological symptoms called Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD), experienced by the Gambir character in Pintu Terlarang, a novel by 

Sekar Ayu Asmara. This research aim to, first, explore the structure and describe the plot, 

characters and characterization. Secondly, it aims to describe the psychological condition 

of the Gambir character, who suffers PTSD, through the symptoms that occur the 

character. 

        Iwaniec (2005) in his research review : Risk and Resilience In Cases of Emotional 

Abuse has identified numerous child and family factors that may increase the risk of 

emotional abuse occurring and has also identified numerous ways in which an experience 

of emotional abuse can enhance vulnerability to negative outcomes. However, relatively 

little is known about the factors that determine the extent to which an experience of 

emotional abuse predicts later psychosocial functioning. Factors that may determine risk 



 

and resilience in children who experience emotional abuse are discussed. These include 

predisposing factors such as early care giving experiences; precipitating factors such as 

the frequency, intensity and duration of the abuse; factors intrinsic to the child such as 

working models of the self and others, internal or external attributions, behavioral and 

coping strategies, self-esteem, and disposition; and external factors such as school and 

availability of supportive relationships. The need to pay attention to the particular 

vulnerabilities and protective factors pertaining to each emotionally abused child in order 

to most effectively enhance resilience is highlighted. 

       Martin (2004) in his thesis, The Analysis of Emotional Abuse in a memoir by Richard 

B. Pelzer „A Brother‟s Journey: Surviving a Childhood of Abuse‟ explains briefly about 

the author’s life that becomes object from his research. The writer also describe the point 

problem from his research to give a deeply analysis about the aspects of emotional abuse 

in memoir by Richard B. Pelzer. Scope of this research is limited in emotional abuse’s 

aspects and aim to give explanation to the reader about emotional abuse grounded on 

category and the form itself.   

       The similarity of those previous findings above with this research is on the limitation 

problem. They limit only on emotional abuse. Then there are some differences of those 

findings with this research. Ruby analyzed the Gambir character who suffer Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder as the result of physical and emotional violence. Iwaniec 

analyzed how much the risk of emotional abuse to child. Martin analyzed the emotional 

abuse happens to the author of A Brother’s Journey: Surviving a Childhood of Abuse, 

while this research will analyze the categories of emotional abuse and why the character 

Victoria faced emotional abuse from her parents and the impacts to her and to the 

environment around. 



 

B. Emotional Abuse 

1. Definition of Emotional Abuse 

       Gordon and Leach states that emotional abuse is a form of relationship violence 

characterized by a pattern of behaviors that result in an injury to an innocent party. It 

occurs within families, corporations, health care, religious and quasi-religious settings 

(Bob Gardon & Kelley Leach, 2010 : 24-26). 

 Davies (2013 : 1) defines that Emotional abuse is commonly defined as 

systematic attacks on a child's emotional well-being and sense of self-worth. It is 

based on power and control and often accompanies other forms of abuse. Emotional 

abuse is the most challenging form of child maltreatment to identify and stop. Since it 

is difficult to detect, assess and substantiate, many cases go unreported. Yet, 

emotional abuse leaves deep, hidden scars in children that can impede their 

intellectual, social and emotional development. Educators need to be informed about 

emotional abuse and steps need to be taken if abuse is suspected. 

       On the other hand, as Charles Wenar concludes through his book Developmental 

Psychopathology that emotional abuse is a part of abusive behavior which uneasy to 

recognize because this abuse does not leave any visible scar on the victim, but many 

expert believe that emotional abuse is as dangerous as any other abuse because it 

damages the victim’s self-esteem (Wenar, 1994: 395) 

       Based on some definitions about emotional abuse above, the writer can conclude 

that emotional abuse is an act that hurt someone feeling and occur in social 

environment. 

 



 

2. Categories of Emotional Abuse 

        In order to get an improving analysis, in this research the writer will use the 

theory of Charles Wenar (1994: 395), a professor emeritus psychology at the Ohio 

State University. He categorizes emotional abuse between parents to their child into 

seven categories as follow: 

a. Rejecting 

Parents who lack the ability to bond will often display rejecting 

behavior toward a child. They tell a child in variety of ways that he or she 

is unwanted. They may also tell a child to leave. The child may become 

the family scapegoat, being blamed for all the family problems. 

b. Terrorizing 

Parents may single out one child to criticize and punish. They may 

ridicule him or her for displaying normal emotions and have expectations 

far beyond his or her normal abilities. The child may be threatened with 

death, mutilation or abandonment. 

c. Isolating 

A parent who abuses a child through isolation may not allow the child 

to engage in appropriate activities with his or her peers; may keep a baby 

in his or her room, not exposed to stimulation; or may prevent teenagers 

from participating in extracurricular activities. Parents may require the 

child to stay in his or her room from the time school lets out until the next 

morning. 

 



 

d. Degrading 

        Parents who abuses a child through degrading may treat a child and 

try to assure them that he or she has no value or unimportant. They do the 

behavior such as insulting, ridiculing, and imitating to diminish the 

identity, dignity, and the child’s-self worth. Examples: yelling, swearing, 

publicly humiliating or labeling a child as stupid, mimicking a child’s 

disability, etc. 

e. Corrupting 

        Parents who abuse children through corrupting, usually encourage the 

children to do such negative things. They permit children to use drugs or 

alcohol; to watch cruel behavior toward animals; to watch pornographic 

material and adult sex acts; or to witness or participate in criminal 

activities such as stealing, assault, prostitution, gambling, etc. 

f. Exploiting 

Exploiting is to treat a person or situation as an opportunity to gain an 

advantage for them. Parents who abuse a child by exploiting them may tell 

him or her to work or do something which can give an advantage to the 

parents. 

g. Denying Emotional Responsiveness 

Parents who abuse a child by using this method, usually treat a child 

as an object or as a job to be done, they interact only when necessary, 

ignoring a person mental health, and failing to provide care and love for a 

child in a sensitive and responsive manner. 



 

       Another citation which supports the categories above is stated by Oliver in Petro 

(2002: 1), who divided emotional abuse into seven types as follow:  

a. Rejecting 

       Parents or caregivers who display rejecting behavior toward a child will 

often [purposefully or unconsciously] let a child know, in a variety of ways, that 

he or she is unwanted. Putting down a child's worth or belittling their needs are 

some ways this type of emotional abuse may manifest. Other examples can 

include telling a child to leave, or worse, to get out of your face, calling him 

names or telling the child that he is worthless, making a child the family 

scapegoat or blaming him for family/sibling problems. Refusing to talk to or hold 

a young child as he grows can also be considered abusive behavior.  

1) Harsh criticism, belittling, labeling  

2) Name-calling  

3) Yelling, screaming or swearing at children 

4) Humiliation or demeaning jokes  

5) Teasing about child's mental capabilities or physical appearance 

6) Refusing love, attention and touch  

7) Physical or emotional abandonment  

8) Shunning the child from the family altogether 

9) Locking kids out of the home to discipline or punish 

10) Kicking teens out of the home 

b. Ignoring  

       Adults who have had few of their emotional needs met are often unable to 

respond to the needs of their children. They may not show attachment to the child 



 

or provide positive nurturing. They may show no interest in the child, or withhold 

affection or even fail to recognize the child's presence. Many times the parent is 

physically there but emotionally unavailable. Failing to respond to or consistently 

interact with your child constitutes emotional and psychological abuse.  

1) Inconsistent or no response to a child's invitations to connect  

2) Failure to attend to an infant’s physical, social or emotional needs 

3) Refusing to acknowledge a child's interests, activities, schooling, 

peers, etc.  

4) Abandonment or refusing to acknowledge child as your own  

5) Denying medical or health care, and safe, clean environments 

6) Inability or failure to engage a child emotionally or protect a child 

from harm  

c.  Terrorizing  

       Parents who use threats, yelling and cursing are doing serious psychological 

damage to their children. Singling out one child to criticize and punish or 

ridiculing her for displaying normal emotions is abusive. Threatening a child with 

harsh words, physical harm, abandonment or in extreme cases death is 

unacceptable. Even in jest, causing a child to be terrified by the use of threats 

and/or intimidating behavior is some of the worst emotional abuse. This includes 

witnessing, hearing or knowing that violence is taking place in the home.  

1) Excessive teasing, screaming, cursing, raging at a child 

2) Threatening or intimidating behaviors - scaring a child or others in front 

of a child 

3) Unpredictable, unreasonable or extreme reactions  



 

4) Verbal threats to harm the child, self or others 

5) Hostility among family members   

6) Inconsistent or unreasonable demands placed on a child 

7) Ridiculing or humiliating a child in front of others  

8) Threatening to reveal personal or embarrassing information  

d.  Isolating  

       A parent who abuses a child through isolation may not allow the child to 

engage in appropriate activities with his or her peers; may keep a baby in his or 

her room, unexposed to stimulation or may prevent teenagers from participating 

in extracurricular activities. Requiring a child to stay in his or her room from the 

time school lets out until the next morning, restricting eating, or forcing a child to 

isolation or seclusion by keeping her away from family and friends can be 

destructive and considered emotional abuse depending on the circumstances and 

severity.  

1) Leaving a child alone or unattended for long periods of time 

2) Not permitting a child to interact with other children or maintain 

friendships 

3) Keeping a child from appropriate social and emotional stimulation 

4) Requiring a child stay indoors/in their room or away from peers 

5) Keeping a child from playing with friends and activities s/he enjoys 

6) Not permitting a child to participate in social activities, parties or 

group/family events  

7) Excessive or extreme punishment for typical childhood behaviors 

8) Encouraging a child to reject friends or social contact/invitations 



 

e.  Corrupting 

       Parents who corrupt may permit children to use drugs or alcohol, watch cruel 

behavior toward animals, watch or look at inappropriate sexual content or to 

witness or participate in criminal activities such as stealing, assault, prostitution, 

gambling, etc. Encouraging an underage child to do things that are illegal or 

harmful is abusive and should be reported.  

1) Encouraging or rewarding unethical or illegal behavior (drugs, stealing, 

cheating, lying, bullying) 

2) Promoting or rewarding promiscuity 

3) Giving a child or using in the presence of a child: drugs, alcohol and 

other illegal substances 

4) Allowing or encouraging children to engage in behavior that is harmful 

to the self or others. 

f. Exploiting  

       Exploitation can be considered manipulation or forced activity without 

regard for a child's need for development. For instance, repeatedly asking an 

eight-year-old to be responsible for the family's dinner is inappropriate. Giving a 

child responsibilities that are greater than a child of that age can handle or using a 

child for profit is abusive.  

1) Having expectations beyond the developmental stage of the child  

2) Forcing a child to participate in unwanted activities without just cause 

3) Requiring a child to care for a parent or siblings without regard for the 

child's age or ability 



 

4) Using blame, shame, judgment or guilt to condemn child for behavior of 

others (parents/peers/siblings)  

5) Unreasonable expectations to perform chores or household duties  

6) Exposing a child to sexually abusive or inappropriate content 

Oliver Tuthill theory is the supporting theory for this research. Both of those 

theories are almost same, just different in the name of every subdivision but actually 

have the same point. This supporting theory will make the writer easy in analyzing 

the data because has been clear explanation. 

3. Effect of Emotional Abuse 

       Emotional abuse is like brain washing in that it systematically wears away 

at the victim’s self-confidence, sense of self-worth, trust in their own 

perceptions, and self-concept. Whether it is done by constant berating and 

belittling, by intimidation, or under the guise of “guidance,” “teaching,” or 

“advice,” the results are similar. Eventually, the recipient of the abuse loses all 

sense of self and remnants of personal value. Emotional abuse cut to the very 

core of a person, creating scars that may be far deeper and more lasting than 

physical ones (Engel (1992) in Sue, 2013:1). 

       People who suffer emotional abuse, also known as psychological 

maltreatment, are forever altered in their ability to create stable emotional, 

psychological, and/or social development. The effects of emotional abuse may 

include insecurity, poor self-esteem, destructive behavior, withdrawal, poor 

development of basic skills, alcohol or drug abuse, suicide, difficulty forming 

relationships, and instability in holding a job (Children.org, 2005). 



 

       The victim of emotional abuse will get an emotional disorder, being 

very aware of the environment that turn them into fear, and have a little 

self confidence or self respect for their self. For example: a family with 

parents and their children. One of the children  was take  a different  

treatment  from  his parents. The treatment was put him into a bad position 

unlike his other brother. He was the only one who will take the punishment 

whenever mistakes happen. The parents often told him that he was 

unwanted child and he does not suppose to be born. The statement from his 

parents will hurt him emotionally. The next result is he will be a low-esteem 

person, hard to socialize because he felt that no one in this world will accept 

him (Hamby in Fenny, 2005: 10). 

C. Biography 

       Danielle Steel was born on August 14
th

, 1947. She is an American novelist, currently 

the bestselling author alive and the fourth bestselling author of all time, with over 800 

million copies sold. 

       Based in California for most of her career, Steel has produced several books a year, 

often juggling up to five projects at once. All her novels have been bestsellers, including 

those issued in hardback. Her formula is fairly consistent, often involving rich families 

facing a crisis, threatened by dark elements such as jail, fraud, blackmail and suicide. 

       Steel has also published children's fiction and poetry, as well as raising funds for the 

treatment of mental illness. Her books have been translated into 28 languages, with 22 

adapted for television, including two that have received Golden Globe nominations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_Globe


 

D. Synopsis 

       Big girl take place in LA the most populous city in the U.S. state of California and 

the second most populous in the United States, after New York City. The story is narrated 

by Victoria Regina Dawson, a chubby little girl with blond hair, blue eyes, and ordinary 

looks. She is born to parents who have perfect physical. She is named by her parents 

Victoria since her birth because she is like Queen Victoria, a queen of Great Britain. 

Initially, she is happy because she is like a queen until she finds out the fact that a queen 

Victoria has a fat body and an ugly face. 

       After she is six years old, she gets a new sister named Grace. Her father Dawson 

disappointed again because his baby is a girl not a boy, but he is happy because his baby 

is beautiful like her parents. Victoria and Grace are different. Grace is more beautiful than 

she is, but she loves her sister much. Since child Victoria treats her sister.  

       Now she is an adult and she is also fatter and cleverer than before. Her mother scares 

if no one like her. While her parents and sister can eat anything and not gain an ounce, 

Victoria must watch everything she eats, as well as endure her father's belittling 

comments about her body and see her academic achievements go unacknowledged. Ice 

cream and oversized helpings of all the wrong foods give her comfort, but only briefly. 

The one thing she knows is that she has to get away from home, and after college in 

Chicago, she moves to New York city. 

       Landing her dream job as a high school teacher, Victoria loves working with her 

students and wages war on her weight at the gym. Despite tension with her parents, 

Victoria remains close to her sister. And though they couldn't be more different in looks, 

they love each other unconditionally. But regardless of her accomplishments, Victoria's 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cities_and_towns_in_California
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parents know just what to say to bring her down. She will always be her father's “big 

girl,” and her mother's constant disapproval is equally unkind. 

       When Grace announces her engagement to a man who is an exact replica of their 

narcissistic father, Victoria worries about her sister's future happiness, and with no man 

of her own, she feels like a failure once again. As the wedding draws near, a chance 

encounter, an act of stunning betrayal, and a family confrontation lead to a turning point. 

       Behind Victoria is a lifetime of hurt and neglect she has tried to forget, and even ice 

cream can no longer dull the pain. Ahead is a challenge and a risk: to accept herself as she 

is, celebrate it, and claim the victories she has fought so hard for and deserves. Big girl or 

not, she is terrific and discovers that herself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Method 

       The method that used in this research is qualitative descriptive method. It is a method 

that used to analyze interpreting the data in the form of words of picture rather than 

number (Bogdan and Biklen in Sugiono, 2010: 21).  

B. Source of Data 

       In this research, the writer used source of data from Danielle Steel’s novel “Big 

Girl”. There are twenty six chapters that consist of 442 pages. The writer took some 

sentences from the novel to analyze the categories and the effects of emotional abuse. 

C.  Instrument of the Research 

        In this research, the writer used  note taking as the instrument to collect data. Ray 

(2005: 13) defines note taking is a method in assembling data required by using note 

cards to write down the data findings from source of data. By using this instrument, the 

writer made some notes from source of data to classify sentences that related to the object 

of the research. 

D. Procedures of Data Collection 

In collecting data, the writer followed the procedures as follows: 

1. The writer read Big Girl novel by Danielle Steel. 



 

2. The writer took note cards to write down the data from The Big Girl novel 

which has relation to the emotional abuse. 

3. After all the data had been written down on the note cards, the writer will 

arrange it based on the color of the cards. There are 7 colors of the cards 

the writer used for the categories of emotional abuse such as (1) Red : 

rejecting, (2) White: terrorizing, (3) Green: isolating, (4) Yellow: 

degrading, (5)  Chocolate: corrupting, (6) Pink: exploiting (7) Orange: 

denying emotional responsiveness. 

4. Then, the writer classified and identified the categories and the effects of 

emotional abuse in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

In analyzing data, the writer classified all the data and described them based on 

Wenar’s theory about the categories of emotional abuse. According to him (1994: 395) 

emotional abuse is divided into 7 categories such as rejecting, terrorizing, isolating, 

degrading, corrupting, exploiting and denying emotional responsiveness. The writer just 

took The writer used this theory to analyze emotional abuse in the novel. It carried the 

researcher to find the category of emotional abuse.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

  This chapter  consists of findings and discussions part to show the result of this 

research. The writer would like to present what have been found from the Danielle 

Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. The writer carry out all the quotes that symbolized 

emotional abuse found in the novel. 

A. Findings 

        In this research, the writer presented the data analysis based on the 

seven categories of emotional abuse in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. 

According to Charles Wenar (1994: 395) emotional abuse divides into 

seven categories. They are rejecting, terrorizing, isolating, degrading, 

corrupting, exploiting and denying emotional responsiveness. . After 

analyzing the data, the writer just found four categories of emotional abuse 

in novel. They are rejecting, isolating, degrading and denying emotional 

responsiveness. The writer put all the quotes in a table and classifying 

them based on the categories above. To understand the data collection, the 

writer presented explanation that Ch is chapter, Pg  is page, Par is 

paragraph and Dt  is data. 

1. Categories of Emotional Abuse 

a. Rejecting 

1) And when he saw the baby the nurse presented to him at the 

nursery window, for a minute, or longer, he thought the baby 

he was seeing, had been switched. The baby had a perfectly 

round face with chubby cheeks that bore no resemblance to 

either of them, with a halo of white blond hair. And more 



 

shocking than her features or coloring, it was a girl. This was 

not the baby they had expected, …. (Steel, Ch-1/Pg-12-

13/Par-8/Dt-1). 

 

2) Like Jim, she found it hard to believe that this chubby 

white blond baby was theirs. (Steel, Ch-1/Pg-15/Par-10/Dt-2). 

 

3) “You’re going to regret that appetite one day, young lady,” 

her father always warned her. “You don’t want to be 

overweight by the time you go to college.” (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-

34/Par-6/Dt-3). 
 

4) “You’ll need more than that,” Christine had said. It worried 

her sometimes that Victoria was so smart. “Men don’t 

always like smart girls,” she said, looking worried. “You 

have to look attractive too.” She had been nagging her about 

her weight in the past year, (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-38/Par-12/Dt-4). 
 

5) She wanted Victoria to be thin too, not just smart. (Steel, 

Ch-3/Pg-38/Par-12/Dt-5). 
 

6) He referred far more often to her body than he did to her 

excellent grades. He expected that of her, but always made it 

clear that he was disappointed by her looks, as though she 

had failed somehow, and it was a reflection on him. (Steel, 

Ch-3/Pg-40/Par-13/Dt-6) 

 

7) Her mother thought she should cut her hair and start an 

exercise program in the fall. She wanted her to do 

gymnastics or ballet, without realizing how uncomfortable 

Victoria was about appearing in front of other girls in a leotard. 

Victoria would have died first. (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-40/Par-14/Dt-7). 
 

8) And then he turned to Victoria with a fierce look in his eye. 

“How could you leave her alone like that?” Victoria was 

crying, shaken by what had happened, with her wet shirt glued 

to her body over her bathing suit. (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-41/Par-17/Dt-

8). 
 

9) Her father had made fun of her all her life, and her mother 

had been disappointed that she wasn’t prettier, complained 

that she was too smart, and told her men didn’t like smart 

women. (Steel, Ch-4/Pg-63/Par-2/Dt-9). 



 

 

10) “Wow! The ice cream must be good in New York,” he 

commented, grinning broadly, and her mother looked pained, 

not at his comment but at Victoria’s appearance. (Steel, Ch-

10/Pg-167/Par-12/Dt-10). 
 

11) She wasn’t pretty enough to find a man, according to her 

father, and much too fat to attract one. And according to 

her mother, she was too intelligent to keep one. Either way, 

she had no one.  (Steel, Ch-15/Pg-254/Par-5/Dt-11). 
 

b. Isolating 

 

12) Her parents very seldom let her have friends over, so her 

social life was limited. … And she never liked any of 

Victoria’s friends when she met them. She always found fault 

with them for one reason or another, so Victoria stopped asking 

to invite them. (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-34/Par-7/Dt-12) 

 

13) Gracie’s graduation was a gala celebration, Whereas 

Victoria’s graduation, even from college, had been dealt with 

quietly, their parents allowed Gracie to invite a hundred kids to 

a barbecue in the backyard, (Steel, Ch-15/Pg-251/Par-1/Dt-13). 

 

 

c. Degrading 

 

14) He gave a hollow laugh, which was another bad and familiar 

sign. “It’s amazing how genes skip generations, isn’t it? 

Victoria looks exactly like my grandmother, she always has, 

and nothing like us. (Steel, Ch-25/Pg-426-427/Par-31/Dt-14). 
 

15) “Yes, it’s a girl,” he finally mustered as a tear squeezed out the 

corner of Christine’s eye. “She looks like Queen Victoria.” 

And then he teased Christine a little. “I don’t know who the 

father is, but she looks like she has blue eyes, and she’s blond.” 

…. (Steel, Ch-1/Pg-13-14/Par-10/Dt-15). 

 

16) Jim always commented that she’d been named for Queen 

Victoria, whom she looked like, and then laughed heartily. 
(Steel, Ch-1/Pg-17/Par-13/Dt-16). 

 



 

 

17) her father teased Victoria and said he hoped it wouldn’t look 

like her. He never failed to remind her that she looked like 

his grandmother …. (Steel, Ch-2/Pg 21/Par-2/Dt-17) 

 

18) “I guess you were our little tester cake,” he said, ruffling her 

hair affectionately. “This time we got the recipe just right,” he 

commented happily, (Steel, Ch-2/Pg-25/Par-9/Dt-18) 

 

19) Jim poured champagne for the adults, and smiled at Victoria. 

There was always something faintly ironic about the way he 

looked at her, as though they shared a joke, or as though 

she was the joke. (Steel, Ch-2/Pg-28/Par-13/Dt-19) 

 

20) Her father always made an issue that she was too heavy for 

him to pick her up, while he tossed Grace in the air like a 

feather. (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-33/Par-4/Dt-20). 
 

21)  “You look more like your great-grandmother every day” 
was all her father said, but it made the point. (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-

52/Par-29/Dt-21). 
 

22) “Great speech,” he complimented her. “It’ll make all the 

weirdos in your class feel good,” (Steel, Ch-3/Pg-58/Par-

38/Dt-22). 

 

 

23) her father introduced her to a business associate as his 

tester cake. (Steel, Ch-4/Pg-61/Par-1/Dt-23). 
 

24) Her father had commented, when she took her gown off after 

graduation to return it, that she looked bigger than ever. 

(Steel, Ch-7/Pg-113/Par-8/Dt-24). 

 

25) Jim offered to barbecue some steaks in the backyard, and he 

turned toward the backseat and winked at his older daughter. “I 

don’t need to ask you, I know you’re hungry. (Steel, Ch-

7/Pg-117/Par-15/Dt-25). 
 

26) “Are you sick?” her father said with a straight face. “I’ve 

never seen you turn down a potato.” (Steel, Ch-7/Pg-

118/Par-17/Dt-26). 
 



 

27) “Leave it to your sister to find the richest kid on campus,” 

their father said proudly, (Steel, Ch-15/Pg-271/Par-31/Dt-

27). 
 

28) “Let them have it, dear, they’re all younger than you are. 

They’ll all get married one day. You don’t even know if you 

ever will.” (Steel, Ch-26/Pg-437/Par-10/Dt-28). 

 

d. Denying Emotional Responsiveness 

 

29)  “You’ll never make decent money as a teacher. You should 

major in communications, and work in advertising or PR. 
(Steel, Ch-4/Pg-63/Par-11/Dt-29). 

 

30) “I was afraid you’d do something like that,” her father said 

with a disapproving tone. He actually sounded disappointed 

in her, as though she’d been arrested for taking her clothes off 

in a supermarket and was in jail. As in why did you go and do a 

dumb thing like that? “You’re never going to make a penny 

as a teacher, Victoria. You need to get a real job, in 

advertising or PR, or something in the communications field. 

(Steel, Ch-7/Pg-107/Par-2/Dt-30). 
 

31) “Really? How much are they paying you?” he asked 

bluntly. (Steel, Ch-7/Pg-107/Par-2/Dt-31). 

 

32)  “You don’t want to be poor for the rest of your life, do 

you?” he said with a look of contempt. “You can’t afford to 

be a teacher, and I’m not going to subsidize you forever,” 

he commented bluntly. (Steel, Ch-7/Pg-113/Par-10/Dt-32). 
 

33)  “Anyone can teach, Victoria. All you do is babysit those 

rich kids anyway.”  (Steel, Ch-12/Pg-197/Par-5/Dt-33). 
 

34)  Don’t expect something like this if you ever get married,” he 

warned her. “If you find some guy to marry, you’d better 

elope. (Steel, Ch-19/Pg-320-321/Par-6/Dt-34). 

 

 

 

 



 

B. Discussion 

 In this part, the writer presents the data analysis that had been found in Danielle 

Steel’s novel “Big Girl”. The writer is as the reader of the novel identified the 

categories of emotional abuse based on Wenar’s theory. Then, the writer determined 

the effect of emotional abuse based on hamby’s theory. 

 Quotation analysis based on wenar’s theory in Danielle Steel’s novel “Big Girl”; 

1. Categories of Emotional Abuse 

a. Rejecting 

       In the datum 1 until datum 11 includes rejecting. Rejecting 

according to Wenar is parents who lack the ability to bond will often 

display rejecting behavior toward a child. They refuse a child presence, 

blame or scapegoat and tell the child that he or she is unwanted. 

The quote in the datum 1, can be categorized as rejecting. In this case 

Victoria’s father is shock after seeing his first daughter. The baby had a 

perfectly round face with chubby cheeks that bore no resemblance to either of 

them, with a halo of white blond hair. And more shocking than her features 

or coloring, it was a girl. He never hope will get a daughter but in contrary. 

In the datum 2, it is also rejecting behavior toward a child. Victoria’s 

father is still hard to believe that his baby is not like them. The baby has a 

blond hair, long legs, and fat. The baby is not looked like them. So it makes 

them hard to receive that the baby is theirs. 



 

In datum 3, it is rejecting. In this case Victoria’s father does not like if 

someday his daughter will be overweight. He wanted his daughter be like 

them, because in their family only his daughter who has a big body. 

In the datum 4 and datum 5, it is rejecting because Victoria’s mother 

always commented on her physical. According to her mother, physical is 

more important to attract someone than smart. She should look attractive too. 

Furthermore, her mother wanted Victoria to be thin. 

In the datum 6, it is rejecting. Victoria’s father expected his daughter is 

good looking like the two of them (Jim and Christine), but in fact she does 

not look like them. He was disappointed by her looks. 

In the datum 7, it includes rejecting. Once more her mother criticizes 

Victoria. She wanted her to have a perfect look by cutting her hair and start 

an diet exercise program. This show if Victoria’s mother disappointed with 

her daughter’s body. 

In the datum 8, it includes rejecting. In this case Victoria is being blame 

by her father because Grace (her younger sister) almost sink when they are in 

the beach for vacation. Her father scared a lot, because Grace is his lovely 

daughter. From this moment, Victoria becomes a scapegoat. 

In the datum 9, it is rejecting. In this case, Victoria always becomes a 

joke for her father. On the other hand, her mother disappointed because she is 

not pretty and too smart for a girl. Both of her parents show once more how 

they cannot accept Victoria’s presence. 



 

In the datum 10, it is rejecting because Jim as Victoria’s father indirectly 

shows that he does not like if Victoria becoming fat. He commented on her 

daughter. He said that what Victoria ate is the causes of her obesity. This 

show if Jim always disappointed to his daughter’s look. 

In the datum 11, it is rejecting. The quote shows that Victoria’s parents 

always comment on her physic. They just look their daughter physically not 

her intelligence. They think that beautiful is better than smart. This indicated 

if Jim and Christine do not like Victoria’s body. 

b. Isolating 

In the datum 12 until datum 13 include isolating. Isolating 

according Wenar is a parents who may not allow the child to engage in 

appropriate activities with his or her peers. There is a limitation to the 

child. 

Datum 12 shows Victoria’s parents do not allow her friends come 

to her house. Her mother also does not interest with her friends. So 

Victoria stop invites her friends coming to her house. His mother, 

Christine, makes limitation to her daughter to engage with her peers. 

Next is datum 13. In this case, there is differentiating between 

Victoria and Grace. In Gracie’s graduation her mother makes a gala 

celebration, whereas Victoria’s graduation just a simple celebration. 

Her father allow Gracie to invite a hundred kids to a barbecue in the 

backyard while Victoria not. This shows that there is limitation for 

Victoria. 



 

c. Degrading 

       Datum 14 until datum 32 included degrading. Degrading 

according Wenar is parents who abuses a child with assure them that 

she or he has no value or unimportant. They do behavior such as 

insulting, ridiculing, and imitating to diminish the identity, dignity, and 

the child’s self worth. 

The quote in datum 14, her father said that she will always look his 

grandmother not like them (Jim and Christine). They have a perfect body 

while Victoria not. She is just like her grandmother who had a bad face, 

blond hair and fat body. This shows that Jim actually does not like Victoria 

existence as his daughter and insult her indirectly. 

Datum 15 shows that Victoria also is like Queen Victoria from her father 

eyes. He said like Queen Victoria not because she is beautiful but he looks 

his daughter is so bad. It is why he said she is like Queen Victoria.  

Same with datum 15, in datum 16 also shows her father view with her 

body. He is yelling her daughter for the name of Victoria. He calls her 

Daughter Victoria and laughed heartily. 

Next datum 17, when Victoria will get a new sister, her father said to her 

that he hope the second daughter would not like her who also like his 

grandmother. He does not want to have a bad child like her.  

Next is datum 18. In this case, her father gets a new daughter. She is 

beautiful. She is like her mother. So her father said to Victoria that she is 

their tester cake and have got the recipe to gets the right one. 



 

In datum 19, Jim, Victoria’s father always makes Victoria to become his 

joking. If he looks Victoria, he always wants to joke her and then laugh as he 

want. She never gets caring or loving from her parents specially her father, 

just yelling and laughingstock. 

Datum 20 still shows when his father insulted her body. He said that her 

body too heavy to pick up while Grace just like a feather in the air. He never 

stop to insult his daughter body. 

In datum 21, her father always controls Victoria’s body. If he see biggest 

than before, he will said that every day you are like your grandmother. Just it 

he can do for her first daughter.  

Datum 22, Jim give good comment but the end he still ridicule her first 

daughter. Victoria does not understand why her father always makes her like 

that. She does not know, her father stupid or wicked. 

Same with datum 18, datum 23 also shows Victoria’s father as a bad 

father. He introduces Victoria with his friends that she is his taster cake. Why 

he calls taster cake because she is fat and bad, unlike his second daughter 

Grace, she is beautiful like her mother. 

In datum 24, there is always time to insult her first daughter. When the 

graduation, he had commented his first daughter that after she taken off her 

gown, she will look bigger than ever. He never gives good comment to his 

child, just bad comment. 



 

In datum 25 and datum 26, her father still insults his first daughter. 

Indirectly he asks to his child, Victoria, that she is greedy. He just says with 

the smooth language but the point is harsh. 

In datum 27, he still humiliates her first daughter. In this case, Victoria 

too bad and cannot find the richest man like Grace got. Just Grace can do it 

because she is beautiful and she is not. He is proud with Grace and not for 

Victoria. 

The last is datum 28. It is also degrading. When Grace wants to throw 

the bouquet, her mother comes near beside Victoria. She said that, she will 

impossible to gets the bouquet. And she will be a spinster.  

d. Denying Emotional Responsiveness 

Datum 29 until datum 34 includes denying emotional responsiveness. 

Denying emotional responsiveness according Wenar is parents who usually 

treat a child as an object or as a job to be done. They interact only when 

necessary and ignoring all about the child. 

Datum 29, datum 30, datum 31, datum 32 and datum 33 have a same 

case. Her father, Jim, disagree if Victoria becomes a teacher. He thinks that 

she will get money if just teaching. She will be poor and does not get 

anything. Although Victoria has given his good reason, he still does not want 

if Victoria becomes a teacher. He never hears her reason. He think Victoria 

never take a right way, always wrong. He always ignores what Victoria said. 

He always refuses her child’s interest and never supports her. 



 

The last, datum 34, Victoria’s father shows his uncared to Victoria. 

When her beautiful daughter married, he makes a big celebration and said to 

the Victoria that she will not get a party like this. He just allows his first 

daughter to elope. He never cares about his first daughter feeling. He ignores 

her existence and never thinks that she is in around them.  

2. The Effects of Emotional Abuse 

a. Rejecting 

       From all the data and discussion above, we can see how rejecting 

behavior is shown by parents (Jim and Christine) to their child 

(Victoria). They show rejecting with different ways. As the result of 

these rejecting, the victim of rejecting (Victoria) got an effect to her 

psychological. The effect of these rejecting we can see from the quote 

below: 

She felt like one of those picture cards they held up at school that 

showed an apple, an orange, a banana, and a pair of galoshes, while 

the teacher asked which one was different. In her family, Victoria was 

always the galoshes. It was a strange feeling she’d had all her life, 

of being different, and not fitting in. At least if one of her parents 

had looked like her, she would have felt as though she belonged. But 

as it was, she didn’t, she was the one person out of sync, and no 

one had ever called her a beauty, as they did Gracie. (Steel, Ch-

3/Pg-34/Par-5/). 

 

They had no concept of how out of place and unwelcome they had 

made her feel for so long. Gracie was like their only child, and she felt 

like the family stray dog. (Steel, Ch3/Pg56/Pr35). 

 

She talked about how different she had felt all her life, how out of 

step, and how hard she had tried to conform. (Steel, 

Ch3/Pg56/Pr36). 
unacceptable to them, and a crime they could never quite forgive her, 

and didn’t even try. Instead they made fun of her and diminished and 



 

dismissed her. They always made her feel unwanted and not really good 

enough for them. (Steel, Ch7/Pg123/Pr25). 

       All the quotes above show how Victoria’s feeling as the victim of her 

parents rejecting. She thinks that she is not the part of her perfect family. She 

feels different all her life. Even she senses that she is the family stray dog. 

These are caused by how her parents feel that they never have daughter like 

Victoria.   

b. Isolating 

       From all the data and discussion above, we can see how isolating 

behavior is shown by parents (Jim and Christine) to their child 

(Victoria). They show isolating with different ways. As the result of 

these isolating, the victim of isolating (Victoria) got an effect to her 

psychological. The effect of these isolating we can see from the quote 

below: 

As a result, no one invited Victoria over after school, since she 

never reciprocated …. The drama of her early school years was being 

the only child in fourth grade who didn’t get a valentine. She had 

come home in tears. (Steel, Ch3/Pg-34/Par-7). 

 
        All the quotes above show how Victoria’s feeling as the victim of her 

parents isolating. Because of her parents isolating, Victoria during her life 

only has a few friends. No one wants to be friends of her. The social life of 

Victoria was also limited by her parents. Besides, she is hard to engage with 

her peers.   

c. Degrading 

       From all the data and discussion above, we can see how degrading 

behavior is shown by parents (Jim and Christine) to their child 



 

(Victoria). They show degrading with different ways. As the result of 

these degrading, the victim of degrading (Victoria) got an effect to his 

or herself. The effect of these degrading we can see from the quote 

below: 

For one tiny instant, Victoria wished that someone else had been the 

tester cake, and they had felt about her the way they obviously did 

about Grace. She wished that she was a victory and not a failure of 

the recipe or the oven temperature. (Steel, Ch2/Pg27/Pr12) 

 

Her father’s comments about her looks always made her sad. And 

her mother pretended not to hear, never reassured her, and never came 

to her defense. Victoria knew instinctively that her mother was 

disappointed by her looks too. (Steel, Ch3/Pg39/Pr13) 

 

 

       All the quotes above show how Victoria’s feeling as the victim of 

her parents degrading. Because of her parents degrading, Victoria feels 

less confident. Victoria never looks herself as a beautiful person. The 

only view she sees from herself is that she looks like her grandmother 

who has no resemblance to her parents. Besides, she is also sad if she 

heard her father’s comment about herself.  

 

d. Denying Emotional Abuse 

       From all the data and discussion above, we can see how denying 

emotional responsiveness behavior is shown by parents (Jim and 

Christine) to their child. They show denying emotional responsiveness 

with different ways. As the result of this denying emotional 

responsiveness, the victim of denying emotional responsiveness 



 

(Victoria) got an effect to his or herself. The effect of denying 

emotional responsiveness we can see from the quote below: 

She was leaving home, and might never live with them again. 

(Steel, Ch4/Pg62/Pr1) 

 

        The quote above show how is Victoria’s feeling when she 

becomes the victims of this kinds of emotional abuse. Al last, Victoria 

chooses to leave her home. She will continue her school outside of 

town. This is caused by her parents who never care to her. They only 

pay attention to their second daughter so she decided to desert her life 

with her parents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 This chapter provides conculusion and suggestion. After finding the categories of 

emotional abuse and the effect of emotional abuse that used in “Big Girl” novel by 

Danielle Steel, the writer gives some conclusions and suggestions to the readers. 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing  the data, the writer concludes the result of the research, they 

are: 

1. In “Big Girl” novel by Danielle Steel the writer found many categories 

of emotional abuse. Emotional abuse is an act that hurt someone 

feeling and occurring in social environment. But in this case the 

emotional abuse occurs in the family environment. Based on Wenar’s 

theory, there are seven categories of emotional abuse but after the 

writer analyzed “Big Girl” novel by Danielle Steel, she just found four 

categories in the novel, they are rejecting, isolating, degrading and 

denying emotional responsiveness. There are eleven data about 

rejecting, there are two data about isolating, there are fifteen data about 

degrading and there are six data about denying emotional 

responsiveness.  

2. In fact, emotional abuse gives a big effect to the main character. 

Generally, emotional abuse will damage the psychological side of the 

victim. Specifically, the forth categories emotional abuse found in the 

novel brought different effect to the victim of these. Rejecting will 



 

make the victim felt like another person in her family. The victim will 

think that she is unwanted. Isolating will make the victim hard to 

engage with her peers. Degrading will make the victim feel less 

confident. The victim will sense that she or no value. And the last, 

denying emotional responsiveness will make the victim felt if her 

parents never care to her or being ignored. 

 

B. Suggestion 

1. The reader should be able to find another aspect of emotional abuse 

besides the category and the effect by reading any sources relevance to 

emotional abuse. 

2. The lecturers especially for English literature lecturers department could 

make emotional abuse become one of the subjects in this department. 

Why? Because emotional abuse not just happen between parents and their 

child but it could happen with the other categories. So it needs deep 

understanding.  

3. The writer expects to the next researcher to analyze the other aspect of 

abuse,  

not only emotional abuse but maybe the other aspect such as sexual or 

physical abuse.  
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